Sometimes the road home finds us rather than the other way around. Longtime clients of Atlanta-based design luminary Suzanne Kasler had long imagined a second home—a place where they could savor long weekends and vacations in tranquil bliss. But the question was: Where?

The family, a couple with three college-age daughters, had an equal affinity for the mountains and the beach. Their path was unclear until an oceanfront property on Georgia’s Sea Island, about six hours from their primary home in Atlanta, seemed to call their names. They snapped up the spot and immediately called on architect Thad Truett to bring their dream home to life.

Truett, who also owns a home there, understands the vernacular of Sea Island architecture. He set out to design a house that adheres to the style seen in many of the island’s historic homes, all built in the 1920s.

“Mediterranean Revival architecture is the identity of Sea Island,” Truett says. “This house needed to feel like it had been here for a long time. And with the water so close by, it was also all about building a house to take advantage of the views.”

**Great room** Aqua-hue ceramic lamps from Christopher Spitzmiller pull color from trim on Gregorius Pineo upholstered chairs, a wool rug from Mamlouk, and a Fortuny lumbar pillow. **Foyer** Under the sweeping staircase, the light tone of a blue bergère from Dennis & Leen juxtapose a dark finish on the antique Italian table. **preceding pages** In the entry hall, botanical prints in gilded frames and benches covered in cognac leather are all from Dennis & Leen. The home affords breathtaking views of Sea Island.
Kitchen: Leather bar stools with nailhead trim from Ballard Designs repeat the color of backspash tiles from Ann Sacks. Cabinetry knobs and pulls are from Rocky Mountain Hardware. Dining room: A crystal-and-pleated chandelier elegantly hangs over a Spanish-style table from Formations and cane chairs from Dennis & Leen. Stairs: Coordinating blue-and-white tiles from Walker Zanger deliver a visual show.
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With an architectural plan in motion, next came a shopping trip. Kasler knew her clients were aiming for furniture, fabrics, and accessories that supported indoor-outdoor living, so she thought it was important to study a locale that's mastered that way of life—Southern California.

"Los Angeles design bridges the spaces within a house to take advantage of the moderate climate," Kasler says. "I wanted my clients to understand the scale of the furniture that would be unfolding in their home. We visited showrooms and made selections for tile and permanent architectural details in the place where this style is so familiar and expected."

Kasler then purposefully staged those well-considered picks in the Sea Island home to work in tandem with architecture that unfailingly connects indoors and out. While a walk through the front door into the foyer impresses with water views straight out the rear of the house, a pivot in the opposite direction provides equally poetic sight lines.

A lesson in symmetry and simplicity, the foyer's dual threshold pairs iron-and-glass doors with stately wooden ones, all melding...
into an arched wood-clad frame. Here, Kasler created a mirror-image space, positioning matching settees, botanical sketches, and gilded mirrors across from one another. Steps away, a French chair clad in blue linen and a round center table nestle beneath the sculptural staircase.

The light blue moment in the foyer serves as a teaser for the grand, open-plan living and kitchen areas. Here, sea-referencing aqua swells to become a full partner in the palette rather than merely an accent. A massive rug with traditional floral motifs softens the limestone floor and anchors a seating arrangement of linen velvet upholstery— and a casual dining vignette with ticking stripe chairs circling the table.

The aqua color happily spills into the kitchen on a tile backsplash, one of many tile moments throughout the house. "The clients love tile, and because we wanted the house to feel historic, we used it strategically as they would have when Sea Island's original houses were built," Kasler says.

On the back staircase, tiles in coordinating blue patterns decorate the risers, and in the diminutive powder room, hexagonal tiles wrap the walls.

Daughter's bedroom "This space is large enough to accommodate two full-size iron beds and can double as a guest room," Kasler says. Second-floor hallway A framed antique panel artfully fills the space above two timeworn benches. Master bedroom Executed in blue and white, the master suite is full of texture and pattern, including an array of wood finishes, a carved panel over the bed from Dennis & Leen, and quilted linen and velvet fabrics. Daughters' baths Patterned tiles in the bathrooms are from Ann Sacks and Walker Zanger.
The home's European style emphasizes shape with beamed ceilings and arches but forgives details such as base and crown molding, which it doesn't need to feel complete.

One exception is the library. It's enveloped in pecky cypress, a regionally produced material also used for the regal ceiling that caps the dining room. To enhance the warmth of the library's rich wood tones, Kasler took a step away from conventional leather and covered seating pieces in mustard-color linen and velvet.

Design elements on the upper level subtly distinguish it from the living areas below. Floors switch from limestone to French oak. Generously proportioned bedrooms clad in blue and ivory are vaulted and detailed with lime-washed beams.

The relaxed atmosphere lets the homeowners unwind to beachy views as they keep easy, tranquil living top of mind—in a house that's so much more than a vacation spot.

"Houses on Sea Island allude to a lifestyle more than a weekend situation," Kasler says. "Designing this home to be sophisticated and simple through editing makes it livable for everyday."

Architect: Thad Truett
Interior designer: Suzanne Kasler

For more information, see sources on page 114

Back exterior: The Mediterranean Revival-style house on Georgia's Sea Island is laden with architectural details. Chandelier: A pecky cypress ceiling is lighted by an iron chandelier that matches the color of the home's steel windows. Window: A recessed wood window adds interest to the wall along the staircase. Loggia: Arched doorways of the shaded alfresco gathering space, which is delineated into two gathering zones—a comfortable lounging spot and a dining area punctuated by wide blue and white stripes on chairs by Michael Taylor.
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Interior designer: Suzanne Kasler, Atlanta; 404/855-1055; hello@suzannekasler.com; suzannekasler.com.

Garden designer: Alex Smith, Alex Smith Garden Design, Chamblee, Georgia; 770/455-8878; info@alexsmithgardendesign.com; alexsmithgardendesign.com.

THROUGHOUT—Wall paint "White Dove": Benjamin Moore; benjaminmoore.com.


Flooring "Buff Lueders Limestone": Cobrastone; cobrastone.com.

PAGES 94–95, FOYER—Railing: Michael Dillon, Dillon Forge; dillonforge.com. Table "19th Century Italian Center Table": Robuck; robuck.com.

Blue chair: Dennis & Lee; dennisandlee.com.


LIVING AREA—Chairs with blue banding "Orleons": Gregorius/Pineo; gregoriuspino.com. Sofa "Park Avenue": Cameron Collection; cameroncollection.com. Chair in foreground "Louis XIII Fireside Wing Chair, framed mirror above chest "Foliare": Dennis & Lee; dennisandlee.com.


White pot on orchid on table "Blanc de Chine Cache Pot": Dennis and Lee; dennisandlee.com.


Bedside table: Mecox; mecox.com. **Bug**
   “Pakistani Oushak”: Moattar; moattar.com.
   Armless slipper chair at far end of room
   “Chatham”: Oomph; oomphhome.com. Ceiling
   paint “Reflecting Pool”: Glidden; glidden.com.
   **MASTER BEDROOM—Headboard** custom:
   Willard Pitt Curtain Makers; willardpittcurtainmaker.com. Tan silk canvas
   for headboard, blue fabric for throw on
   headboard “Boucheron Azure,” daybed
   “Fontaine Chaise,” **daybed fabric** “Concord”;
   Nancy Corzine; nancycorzine.com. **Bedding**
   custom: Jenny Johnson Allen Custom Linens;
   jennyjohnsonallen.com. **Drapery fabric** “From
   the Skies” in gray and blue: Sabina Fay Braxton;
   sabinafaybraxton.com. **Tables at daybed and
   beside slipper chair** “Jonathan Nesting Tables,”
   **gray lamps** “Elroy”: Bungalow Classic;
   bungalowclassic.com. **Bedside tables** “Cortina
   End Tables”: Formations; formationsusu.com.
   **Bergère chair** “Italian Directoire Armchair,”
   **architectural piece above bed**: Dennis & Leen;
   dennisandleen.com. **Rug**: Stark Carpet;
   starkcarpet.com. **Ceiling paint** “Reflecting Pool”:
   Glidden; glidden.com. **Artwork at right of bed**
   by Peter Burega: Pryor Fine Art; pryorfineart.com.
   **BATH—Flooring tile** “Alex Key” from the
   **Vanities** custom: Morgan Creek Cabinets;
   morgancreekcabinets.com. **Vanity hardware**
   “Felicity”; RH; rh.com. **Wall paint** “Fosteria
   Glass”: Glidden; glidden.com. **White-framed
   collection of shells**: Joseph Konrad;
   josephkonrad.com. **TUB NICHE**—**Flooring** “White
   Venatino”: Walker Zanger; walkerzanger.com.
   **Tub facets** “Hampstead”; Kallista; kallista.com.
   **Wall tile** Carrara white marble in “Oasis” pattern
   from the Jet Set collection: Walker Zanger;
   walkerzanger.com. **Ceiling light** “Simple Scallop
   Hanging Shade” by Barbara Barry; Circa Lighting;
   circalighting.com. **Pouf ottoman**: Pieces;
   piecesinc.com. **Towels with red edging**;
   Jenny Johnson Allen Custom Linens;
   jennyjohnsonallen.com.

**PAGES 102–103. LOGGIA—Exterior tile**
   roofing: Alex Smith Garden Design;
   alexsmithgardendesign.com. **Blue-and-white
   outdoor dining chairs** “Arcadia Dining Chair,”
   **table** “Douglas Teak Dining Table,” **white lounge
   chairs at far end** “Arcadia Lounge Chairs,” **table
   at lounge area** “Arcadia Cocktail Table”; Michael
   Taylor; michaeltaylordesigns.com. **Cushion
   fabric** “OD Pablo” in Ocean: Clarence House;
   clarencehouse.com. **Hurricanes on table**
   Ainsworth Noah; ainsworthnoah.com. **Rug**:
   Stark Carpet; starkcarpet.com. **Potted
   palms**: Alex Smith Garden Design;
   alexsmithgardendesign.com.